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The Fluoride Action Network (FAN) is a non-profit organization dedicated to educating the public on fluoride. The following is FAN’s response to the EPA’s solicitation for public comment on the National Primary Drinking Water Regulation (NPDWR) for fluoride.

The EPA points out that they:

requested that the National Research Council (NRC) of the National Academies of Science (NAS) conduct a review of the recent health and exposure data on orally ingested fluoride. In 2006, the NRC published the results of their evaluation in a report entitled, Fluoride in Drinking Water: A Scientific Review of EPA’s Standards.

What the NRC concluded in this study was that the current MCLG of 4 ppm for fluoride was not protective of health. Thus, there can be little doubt that the EPA needs to lower the MCLG, otherwise why waste so much taxpayer’s money asking the NRC to review the issue for them? What is only in question is by what amount the MCLG has to be lowered. Several steps are necessary to determine the new MCLG. These steps involve:

1) resolving the issue of whether there is an association between young boys drinking fluoridated water and osteosarcoma. If there is, the MCLG will have to be set at zero.

2) developing "a dose-response assessment of the noncancer impacts of fluoride" on severe dental fluorosis, bone fractures, and Stage II skeletal fluorosis.

3) "determining the relative contribution of drinking water to total fluoride exposure
considering the contributions from dental products, foods, pesticide residues, and other sources such as ambient air and medications."

4) determining the range of water consumed within the population.

With so much information provided by the NRC on at least items 2, 3 and 4, what disturbs the Fluoride Action Network is how long this process of determining a new MCLG is taking the Office of Drinking Water. It has now been over 4 years since the NRC published its report in March 2006, so the clock on this revision of the NPDWR for fluoride has been running for over four years, with no clear end in sight.

It is of serious concern to us that the EPA has provided nothing to the public to demonstrate that it is taking this matter seriously. Thus we are disturbed by what appears to be an apparent lack of urgency and transparency in this matter, especially now that the new administration has promised both. EPA’s job is to protect public health by ensuring safe drinking water, and we urge them to fulfill its obligations without further delay.

After EPA spent significant public money to have the NRC prepare a report which said, in essence, "...the current standard is not protective of public health...," for EPA now to say they want to wait - beyond the four years of already existing delay - to revise the standard is tantamount to waste, fraud and abuse meriting investigation by the Inspector General. What EPA must do - at minimum - is issue an Interim Standard for the MCL well below the current 4.0 mg/L, and another Interim Standard for the MCLG of zero while it undertakes/awaits the results of whatever study on which it intends to base its analysis of the carcinogenicity of fluoride, which end point was cited as meriting close study by the NRC.

We expect nothing less than excellence in science from EPA when it comes to protecting America’s health, which they are more than capable of producing. The continuance of the bankrupt science that has been the mainstay of regulatory support for fluoridation contrasts sharply with the Obama Administration call that on his watch public health issues will be pursued with the best science and with the utmost scientific integrity in US federal regulatory agencies.

Below we have summarized the reasons why it is urgent that both an interim MCL and MCLG be published and the current health risk assessment be finalized without further delay.

The urgency further elaborated

1. The MCL and MCLG of 4 ppm fluoride is up to 1000 times higher than the level of fluoride found in mothers’ breast milk (0.004 ppm, NRC, page 39).

2. Over 180 million Americans are drinking water artificially fluoridated water at levels between 0.7 and 1.2 ppm (up to 300 times the level found in mothers’ breast milk) on a daily basis, with no control over how much water they drink or the fluoride that they get from other sources.

3. There is very clear evidence that many American children are being over-exposed to fluoride by virtue of the fact that 32% of American children have dental fluorosis, ranging from its very mild to serious forms (CDC, 2005). Dental fluorosis is an indication that children have been exposed to too much fluoride before their secondary teeth have erupted. A recent rat study, where rats were given sufficient fluoride to cause dental fluorosis indicated that "[t]wo hundred and forty seven genes, that is 4.53% of detected genes, were 1.5-fold or greater differentially expressed after
fluoride treatment” (Wu et al., 2010). The notion that genes in other tissues are not affected by fluoride while the tooth enamel is being damaged is a highly optimistic assumption.

4. A significant number of population subgroups are exceeding the EPA’s IRIS reference dose for fluoride (0.06 mg/kg/day). The NRC report identified “High Intake Population Subgroups” (pp 30-33 and the cited Appendices and Tables). The health of millions of people is at risk from EPA’s inaction in publishing a revised MCLG. These subgroups include infants fed formula reconstituted with fluoridated tap water and those who drink excessive amounts of water, such as those with Diabetes mellitus, Diabetes insipidus, athletes, military personnel, and people living in very hot or dry climates, especially outdoor workers; pregnant or lactating women; and people with health conditions that affect water intake, such as diabetics and those with kidney disorders. According to Medline, excessive thirst is also associated with taking certain drugs such as anticholinergics, demeclocycline, diuretics, and phenothiazines. There are also thousands of people in the US whose drinking water contains fluoride in excess of the current MCL and MCLG, and above the secondary MCL (CDC, 1993).

5. There have been 23 studies (see discussion on the brain below) that indicate an association between lowering of IQ in children and exposure to moderate to high exposures to fluoride. One of these studies (Xiang et al. 2003a,b) estimates that levels as low as 1.9 ppm fluoride in water can lower IQ. As the Xiang study was based on a study involving just a few hundred children, there is simply not an adequate margin of safety for an effect seen at 1.9 ppm to protect the millions of American children drinking water fluoridated between 0.7 and 1.2 ppm.

6. Although the NRC singled out three end points that necessitated a reduction in the MCLG of 4 ppm, namely severe dental fluorosis, bone fractures and clinical stage II skeletal fluorosis, their report contained a discussion of many other end points of concern including fluoride’s potential to interfere with brain, kidney, and the identification of fluoride as an endocrine disruptor. We thoroughly endorse the comments submitted to EPA on May 27, 2010, by Dr. Kathleen Thiessen on this matter. These end points should not be completely ignored simply because the NRC pulled out three that were sufficient to trigger the need for a new health risk assessment.

7. In the interim four years since the NRC report many other studies have indicated that fluoride can impact tissues other than the teeth and the bone, especially the brain (see discussion below). In our view, it is important for the EPA to review all this new information to see if they need to consider setting a LOAEL to protect the population against harm to any other tissues, particularly the brain and the endocrine system. If having reviewed this more recent published literature the EPA decides against setting a LOAEL to protect harm to tissues other than the teeth and bone, then it is important that EPA produces a scientifically based rationale for not doing so. Such a rationale must clearly indicate that all the studies in question have been considered, and not merely dismiss them on the casual basis that they have appeared after the NRC report was published.

An interim MCLG needed

We agree with Dr. Kathleen Thiessen (an NRC panel member) who in her submission to you on May 27 on this matter has urged that the EPA set an interim MCLG while the long delayed determination winds its way to its conclusion. Some of the adverse endpoints revealed by the NRC are very serious indeed (increased risk
of arthritis, bone fractures and lowered thyroid function and lowered IQ). Some end points are irreversible (e.g. lowered IQ) and one endpoint even life-threatening (e.g. Bassin’s study on osteosarcoma). It is unconscionable in our view that the EPA is not doing anything to warn the public about the possible dangers that excess exposure to fluoride may involve. An announcement of an interim revision to the MCL and MCLG would provide such a warning. It is clear from what we have pointed out below that when very simple, basic and logical corrections are made to the steps used in the 1986 determination of the MCLG of 4 ppm, that a new MCLG will have to be set considerably lower than this (US EPA, 1986). For example,

1) A more sensitive end point as recommended by the NRC for the risk of bone fractures, or arthritic symptoms (Stage 2 skeletal fluorosis) should lower the LOAEL by at least a factor of 4 (from 20 mg/day to 5 mg/day or lower)

2) A more scientifically defendable margin of safety (a safety of 10 is usually used to take into account intra-species variation) than what appears to have been a politically influenced safety factor of 2.5 used in 1986 (see discussion below). This introduces a further lowering of the safe level by a factor of 4. A projected safe level sufficient to protect the assumed range of sensitivity to any toxic substance in the whole population would yield a safe level of 5 mg/day (from 1) divided by 10 = 0.5 mg/day

3) Subtraction of the amount of fluoride from other sources from a presumed safe level will require the amount allowed in the contribution from water be lowered still further. Unless the ballpark suggestions in 1 and 2 above are rejected, any exposure to fluoride greater than 0.5 mg/day would necessitate setting an MCLG at zero.

4) If we avoid the argument in 3) the EPA will also have to acknowledge that some people consume far more water than 2 liters. Some people consume 8 liters or more of water per day. This will require another safety factor of at least 4. Skipping the discussion in 3, this would mean that the MCLG should be set at 0.5 mg/day divided by 8 liters/day = 0.06 mg/liter.

While we recognize that some thought and skill has to go into determining the end point of most concern (1, above) and the exact margins of safety needed for the factors discussed in 2) and 4) above, we cannot understand why the process has taken so long. Meanwhile, what is absolutely clear on the basis of simple and logical deductions as described above is that a new MCLG could be no higher than 0.06 ppm (4 ppm divided by 64) and if we take into account exposure from other sources (discussion 3) it would have to be set at zero. The need to set the MCLG at zero was indeed the conclusion of Dr. Robert Carton, a former risk assessment specialist at the EPA, after reviewing the NRC report (Carton, 2006). There are precedents for setting MCLGs at zero. Both lead and arsenic have MCLGs of zero because they are both human carcinogens. An interim MCLG of zero would also be appropriate if the claims made in a letter (Douglass and Joshipura, 2006) that the “large Harvard study” has negated Bassin’s findings on osteosarcoma cannot be substantiated in a peer reviewed publication. It now over 4 years since this claim was made and nothing has yet been published (we discuss this issue further below).

As osteosarcoma is life threatening, particularly for boys and young men, as well for girls and young women, and the elderly, something must be done to warn parents if there is the slightest possibility that fluoride could contribute to this disease. An interim MCLG set at zero would do just that. Meanwhile, we urge the Office of Water to pursue the completion of finalizing the MCLG with an urgency that has not been apparent to date. Again we stress that it is over 4 years since the NRC concluded that the 1986 MCLG was not protective of health and recommended that the EPA perform a health risk assessment to determine a new one. It wasn’t as if this
recommendation came out of left field, the EPA requested and paid for this review by the NRC.

**Bassin, Douglass and Osteosarcoma.**

We are disturbed by the way that the EPA and others are handling the very serious finding of a possible link between artificial water fluoridation and osteosarcoma, particularly in young boys and men to which we have already alluded above. Harvard graduate student Dr. Elise Bassin, as part of her PhD, thesis found in 2001 (and later published in 2006 (Bassin et al., 2006)) an apparent association between young boys drinking fluoridated water at 1 ppm (or equivalent) in their 6th to 8th years and a 5-7 fold increased risk of succumbing to osteosarcoma (a rare but frequently fatal bone cancer) by the age of 20.

The EPA’s response to this finding is to rely on a statement made by the NRC before the Bassin study was published to the effect that EPA should await “the results and publication of an in-process hospital-based, case-control study of osteosarcoma and fluoride exposure from the Harvard School of Dental Medicine before determining if an Agency update of the cancer risk assessment for fluoride is necessary. 

End note 19 states that “At this time, the results of the osteosarcoma cancer study recommended by NAS have not been published.”

In May 2006, Professor Chester Douglass stated that the Harvard study “findings [are] currently being prepared for publication” (Douglass and Joshipura). Douglass’s position on this matter is compromised by his acknowledgement that a positive finding in this matter would threaten the fluoridation program which he clearly supports (McGuire et al., 1991. Several quotes from this paper can be found in the reference section), his consultancy with Colgate, a leading manufacturer of fluoride toothpaste (Thompson, 2006), and by his failure to warn the public or the scientific community of Bassin’s (his graduate student) findings in the period between 2001, when her thesis dealing with this discovery was successfully defended, and 2005, when her thesis was independently “re-discovered” in a Harvard library. Moreover, from what has been described about Douglass’s “larger” study, the methodology cannot actually be used to discredit Bassin’s findings.

There are two huge weaknesses in the methodology described in Douglass et al.’s promised study: 1) they have taken as their biometric for fluoride exposure the bone levels of fluoride at diagnosis or autopsy. Such levels cannot be used to determine the levels of exposure in the critical period of 6 to 8 years of age so carefully documented by Bassin. So there is no way this study can be used to refute Bassin’s findings. 2) For some extraordinary reason Douglass has used other patients with other bone cancers for his controls. Any claims arising from this methodology would thus be completely negated if fluoride caused any of these other bone cancers, which is highly plausible from a biological perspective (for more discussion on these points see Neurath & Connett).

In the absence of any peer-reviewed and published refutation of Bassin’s very careful and high quality study, the EPA should proceed at least on the basis of the precautionary principle that a distinct possibility of cancer exists and establish an interim MCLG of zero, until such time as the matter is clarified. The alternative of waiting for the publication of a study using a questionable methodology, by a known pro-fluoridation author, which is already 4 years overdue, and which may never be published, is cavalier in the extreme.
EPA has missed out one of the three adverse health effects identified by the NRC (2006)

In its description of the adverse effects cited in the NRC report, EPA states (Section 39 b. Technical Reviews):

... NRC concluded that severe dental fluorosis is an adverse health effect [and that] "exposure at the MCLG clearly puts children at risk of developing severe enamel fluorosis." In addition, the committee examined the scientific data on the impact of fluoride on the strength and structure of bone and the majority concluded that the MCLG "is not likely to be protective against bone fractures."

EPA failed to include that the NRC report also stated “Clinical stage II skeletal fluorosis” is “adverse to health”:

“Clinical stage II is associated with chronic joint pain, arthritic symptoms, calcification of ligaments, and osteosclerosis of cancellous bones. Stage III has been termed “crippling” skeletal fluorosis because mobility is significantly affected as a result of excessive calcifications in joints, ligaments, and vertebral bodies. This stage may also be associated with muscle wasting and neurological deficits due to spinal cord compression. The current MCLG is based on induction of crippling skeletal fluorosis (50 Fed. Reg. 20164 [1985]). Because the symptoms associated with stage II skeletal fluorosis could affect mobility and are precursors to more serious mobility problems, the committee judges that stage II is more appropriately characterized as the first stage at which the condition is adverse to health. Thus, this stage of the affliction should also be considered in evaluating any proposed changes in drinking-water standards for fluoride.” Pages 170-171.

Fluoride and the brain

As of 2010 there have been a total of 23 studies from four continents that indicate an association between moderate exposure to fluoride in areas endemic for fluorosis and lowered IQ in children (references in Appendix A). Only 4 of the 23 IQ studies were cited by the NRC in 2006 in its ’Findings on Human Cognitive Abilities’ (Li et al. 1995; Zhao et al. 1996; Lu et al. 2000; Xiang et al. 2003a, references in Appendix A).

In 2007, 4 studies were published (Rocha-Amador et al. from Brazil, Trivedi et al. from India, Wang et al. from China, and Seraj et al. from Iran – references in Appendix A).

In 2008, the journal Fluoride published the translations of 9 Chinese studies that reported lowered IQ from fluoride exposure (Chen et al., Hong et al., Guo et al., Li and Li et al., Li and Jing et al., Qin et al., Ren et al., Wang and Yang et al., Wang and Zhang et al. – references in Appendix A). In 2008 Tang et.al. cited 5 Chinese studies as reporting lowered IQ from fluoride exposure and that still remain to be translated (An et al. 1992; Xu et al. 1994; Yao et al. 1997; Zhang et al. 1998; and Fan et al. 2007 – references in Appendix A).

There are 2 Chinese IQ studies that reported no significant effect on IQ in children (Hu et al. 1989 and Yang et al. 1994). However, the Yang et al. study reported: “The average IQ scores of children in the high fluoride, high iodine area and the control
area were 76.67±7.75 and 81.67±11.97 respectively. This difference is not significant, however the number of children showing moderately low IQ scores in the subject population is significantly higher than the control. See Table 2.” (references in Appendix B).

Moreover, since the NRC report, thirty new animal studies have been published showing fluoride’s ability to damage brain (references in Appendix C). Only one study published since the NRC report by Whitford et al. (2009) reported “no significant effect on appetitive-based learning.” (reference in Appendix C)

Six human studies on fluoride’s effect on the brain were translated from Chinese and published since the NRC report—see Appendix D.

We urge the EPA to implement a precautionary approach in regards to the potential of the lowering of children’s IQ.

The precautionary principle states that if an action or policy has a suspected risk of causing harm to the public or to the environment, in the absence of scientific consensus that the action or policy is harmful, the burden of proof that it is not harmful falls on those taking the action. (Wikipedia)

**Some evidence that EPA was protecting the fluoridation program in the 1986 determination of the MCLG.**

This is how the EPA’s Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances explained the derivation of the current MCLG by the EPA’s Office of Water as it was preparing to permit sulfuryl fluoride as a new food fumigant:

“For fluoride, both the MCL and the MCLG have been set at 4.0 ppm in order to protect against crippling skeletal fluorosis. The MCLG was established in 1986 [Federal Register 51, no. 63] and is based on a LOAEL of 20 mg/day, a safety factor of 2.5, and an adult drinking water intake of 2 L/day. The use of a safety factor of 2.5 ensures public health criteria while still allowing sufficient concentration of fluoride in water to realize its beneficial effects in protecting against dental caries. The typical 100x factor used by the HED [the EPA’s Health Effects Division] to account for inter- and intra-species variability have been removed due to the large amounts of human epidemiological data surrounding fluoride and skeletal fluorosis” (our emphasis) US EPA, 2004

If indeed the EPA’s Office of Water rationalized the use such a low safety factor of 2.5 based upon some need “to realize its [fluoride’s] beneficial effects in protecting against dental caries” that was a completely illegitimate exercise in the derivation of an MCLG. The MCLG determination should be based solely on safety considerations. No consideration should be given to any issue pertaining to benefits.

**Consideration of benefits no place in MCLG determination**

Thus it is highly disturbing that again the EPA is tipping its hat to the supposed benefits of swallowing fluoride when discussing the determination of a new MCLG, when they state,

“Fluoride is unique because of its beneficial effects at low level exposures, and because it is voluntarily added to some drinking
water systems as a public health measure for reducing the incidence of cavities among the treated population."

Again we must stress it is absolutely essential that when the EPA determine a new MCLG for fluoride that they put aside all considerations of fluoride’s supposed benefits, for two reasons: 1) it has no legitimate place in the determination of an MCLG and 2) the benefits of swallowing fluoride as far as fighting tooth decay are far from clear. See the discussion in Dr. Kathleen Thiessen’s submission. We would like to add or emphasize critical findings in five research and observational areas that indicate how weak the evidence is that swallowing fluoride reduces tooth decay.

1) Most dental researchers and fluoridation promoters now concede that the main benefit of fluoride as far as reducing tooth decay is concerned is topical not systemic (CDC, 1999, 2001). Thus it is extremely puzzling that government agencies should continue to urge that fluoride be swallowed in uncontrollable doses via the public water supply when it is freely and universally available in topical delivery systems, namely fluoridated toothpaste.

2) Many studies and reviews published since 1980 indicate little difference in tooth decay between fluoridated and non-fluoridated communities (Leverett, 1982; Kumar et al. 1989; Colquhoun, 1994; Diesendorf, 1986; Gray, 1987; Yiamouyiannis, 1990; Brunelle and Carlos, 1990; Spencer et al. 1996; De Liefde, 1998; Locker, 1999; Armfield and Spencer, 2004; Komarak et al., 2005 and Pizzo, 2007). See also Dr. Thiessen’s discussion of the "Iowa Study" by Warren et al. (2009) where no relation was reported between incidence of dental caries and ingestion of fluoride by individuals.

3) If one examines the tooth decay figures reported for 12 year olds by the WHO over the period from the 1960s to the present there is no difference in the decline of tooth decay between fluoridated and non-fluoridated countries (see chart below by Chris Neurath of Fluoride Action Network, and also Cheng et al., 2007).
4. When fluoridation has been stopped in communities in former East Germany, Cuba, Finland and British Columbia (Canada) expected increase in tooth decay was not observed (Kunzel et al., 2000; Kunzel and Fischer, 2000; Maupome et al, 2001 and Seppä et al., 2000).

5. There have been numerous press and other reports that tooth decay among poor children and residents of inner cities have reached crisis proportions, even though these cities have been fluoridated for many years (Solvig, 2002 [Cincinnati]; Kong, 1999 [Boston]; Kozol, 1991 [NYC]; Law, 2005 [Pittsburg]; Morse, 2002 [Washington, DC]; Voss, 2008 [Lexington] and Burt et al., 2006 [Detroit]).

Thus it is clear that if swallowing fluoride has some benefit it is very slight (maybe at most one tooth surface in 128 tooth surfaces in a child’s mouth) and not sufficient in large studies to rise above the many other factors that influence tooth decay. It is quite probable that studies purporting to demonstrate fluoride’s effectiveness have failed to take into account these confounding variables. Thus to continue to accept any risks to health based on such weak evidence would be reckless public health policy in our view. It is doubly critical therefore that the EPA entirely focus on the safety issue and not be tempted to modify its normal safety factors to allow for the purported benefits of water fluoridation as it appears to have done in 1986.

Moreover, the EPA should be very wary of a double standard applied by promoters of fluoridation in these matters. On the one hand they dismiss all the numerous studies that implicate health concerns at levels of fluoride close to 1 ppm by claiming methodological weaknesses, while at the same time relying on studies purportedly demonstrating large benefits that are grossly deficient from a methodological standpoint. The York Review could find no grade A studies demonstrating benefits (McDonagh et al., 2000).

The elephant in the room

Having raised the issue of “supposed” benefits of swallowing fluoride it would be disingenuous to ignore what we call the “elephant in the room.” If the EPA does the science correctly and responsibly it must lead to an MCLG lower than that used in the artificial fluoridation of water (0.7 – 1.2 ppm). However, if it does this, the agency will undoubtedly earn the wrath of the US Public Health Service, and especially the Oral Health Division of the CDC, that aggressively and enthusiastically promotes fluoridation throughout the US, even to the point of actively supporting mandatory statewide fluoridation. It is important therefore for the Obama administration to instruct the EPA administrator that EPA personnel must do this reassessment honestly and objectively and report their findings without fear of any reprisals should the results interfere with the promotion of the “sacred cow” of water fluoridation.

It is sad that such a request is necessary but there has been a very regrettable and well known precedent of what happened to an EPA employee when he raised concerns on the dangers posed by fluoride at the time that the 1990 NTP animal study indicated that fluoride increased the risk of osteosarcoma in male rats. When Dr. William Marcus, the chief toxicologist of the EPA’s Office of Water raised concerns about a government review panel eliminating several of the cancers (including one of the osteosarcoma cancers as well as a rare liver cancer) thereby resulting in a downgrading of the finding of the NTP to “equivocal evidence of cancer, he was fired from the EPA (Marcus, 1990). Even though he was later re-instated for false dismissal with full back pay and compensation, the experience was chilling for other employees at the EPA.
We don’t want to see such intimidation occur again on the fluoride issue either on the agency itself or on any of its personnel.

We are not asking for more than any US citizen has the right to expect. A federal regulatory agency set up to protect our health must be allowed to do so using the best science available, without interference from any source either from government or from industry. To do otherwise will further risk a decline in the public’s trust in the EPA and other federal agencies. To allow any political interference in this matter would also fly in the face of assurances from President Obama that on his watch public health issues will be pursued in US federal regulatory agencies with the best science and with the utmost scientific integrity.

References:

For references on IQ and brain studies, see Appendices A-D, below.


following the cessation of water fluoridation. Community Dent Oral Epidemiol 29(1):37–47.


Some excerpts from McGuire et al.: This paper reports on a case-control study of 22 osteosarcoma patients and hospital-matched controls. The authors reported “the ingestion of fluoridated water was not found to be a risk factor for osteosarcoma.”

Page 38: …An incorrect reference implicating systemic fluoride carcinogenicity and its removal from our water systems would be detrimental to the oral health of most Americans, particularly those who cannot afford to pay for increasingly expensive restorative dental care.

Page 45: … A nationwide, multi-center analytical study to increase the precision of our initial findings and pursue the hypothesis that the ingestion of fluoridated water may provide protection against the occurrence of osteosarcoma has been initiated by the authors. This larger study will also include the collection of any history of participation in school-based mouthrinsing programs or use of supplemental fluoride tablets/drops in addition to complete residential fluoride history.

Page 45: … Given present knowledge, every effort should be made to continue the practice of fluoridating community water supplies.


APPENDIX A.

23 Studies reporting an association with exposure to fluoride and lowered IQ in children.


also see:


5 CHINESE STUDIES not yet translated into English:

The Tang et.al. study cited the following 5 studies as reporting lowered IQ from fluoride exposure.


Note: This review on the association of exposure to fluoride and lowered IQ in children was prepared in 2008.

APPENDIX B.

2 Studies that did not report an association with exposure to fluoride and lowered IQ in children.


Excerpt: II. Intelligence testing for 8–14-year-old children:
The average IQ scores of children in the high fluoride, high iodine area and the control area were 76.67±7.75 and 81.67±11.97, respectively. This difference is not statistically significant; however, as seen in Table 2, the number of children showing moderately low IQ scores in the subject population is significantly higher than the control.
APPENDIX C.

Brain. Thirty-one Animal Studies published after the NRC report (2006) was published.

Only one of the 31 studies reported “no significant effect on appetitive-based learning” (Whitford et al. 2009).

2006


2007


2008


2009


Note: According to García-Montalvo et al.: “Interestingly, values of F− in soft rat tissues (kidney, liver, brain and testis) were similar to those in urine (312 µmoll−1). According to this information, urinary F− level is a good indicator of the F− concentration in soft tissues. In cases of subchronic exposure, the level of F− in the plasma probably does not reflect the levels of F− distributed in soft tissues.”


Whitford GM, Whitford JL, and Hobbs SH. 2009. Appetitive-based learning in rats:
lack of effect of chronic exposure to fluoride. *Neurotoxicology and Teratology* 31(4):210-5. **Note:** This study reported "no significant effect on appetitive-based learning."

2010


APPENDIX D

Brain. Six (6) Human Studies available after the NRC report. These Chinese studies were translated into English and published in 2008.


